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For Noa and Callum, being together is dangerous, even deadly. From the start, sixteen-year-old

Noa senses that the mysterious transfer student to her Monterey boarding school is different.

Callum unnerves and intrigues her, and even as she struggles through family tragedy,

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s irresistibly drawn to him. Soon they are bound by his deepest secret: Callum is Fae,

banished from another world after a loss hauntingly similar to her own.But in NoaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s world,

Callum needs a special human energy, Light, to survive; his body steals it through touchÃ¢â‚¬â€•or

a kiss. And CallumÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not the only Fae on the hunt. When Callum is taken, Noa must

decide: Will she sacrifice everything to save him? Even if it means learning their love may not be

what she thought?
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I first became aware of Shattered Blue through Maren's review. She loved it so much and the book

looked so intriguing, that I had to pick it up! And let me tell you, I LOVED IT.I loved this book so

much, I don't even know where to begin! I loved Noa, Callum, and Judah!The story is narrated by



Noa, our heroine, whose family recently suffered the tragic loss of the oldest sister, Isla. While Noa

is trying to cope with that loss, she becomes intrigued and drawn to the new transfer student,

Callum, who, she learns, also suffered a similarly haunting loss. What I loved about Callum was that

you were never sure if you could quite trust him. Was he the hero of the story? Or was he

something else? The same went for Judah; you started out wanting to think the worst of him, but as

the story went on, his character becomes more and more complex. I honestly cannot say who I love

more of the two!"Unremarkable moments were the ones you missed mostÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œthe

ones you didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t realize were precious at the time, and so later could not

remember."- Lauren Bird Horowitz, Shattered Blue (pg. 194)The writing is simply beautiful in this

book; I'm not big into poetry, but the poetry that Noa writes are simply beautiful! One of my favorites

was "Lost Girls".There were so many twists in this book, and things I never saw coming, that it

quickly became one of my favorite reads of this year. AND THAT CLIFFHANGER. SO. CRUEL. I

need book two RIGHT. NOW.

This book is AMAZING! It's been a while since I've read YA paranormal and Shattered Blue

reminded me why I love this genre.Noa's world shattered when her twin sister died. She lives day by

day and finds her saving grace in poetry. But then her school gets a new student - Callum and she

is mesmerized by him. But she can't get over the feeling that he is somehow different. And she is

right. Callum is a Fae. He needs Light to survive, BUT the Light is drawn from humans and

whenever the light is drawn also a happiness is drawn from humans. Callum is having difficulties to

stay away from Noa, but at the same time he knows if they become too close he can put her in

danger. In addition to complicate things, people/enemies from Callum's world are coming up and

hunting him.I absolutely loved this book. Ful od suspense, secrets, surprises and I absolutely love

Callum.The writing is amazing and the storyline is very unique. Cannot wait for the next book!!!

I read this book in a slow pace, took my time to build up my understanding of this quiet little

complicated awesomeness. Lauren's writing is just so enchanting that the story comes from parallel

worlds to your mind, her rich imagination is perfect. Can't help but let me be swept away into the

pages of the ebook (Paperback in my imagination). And let me tell you that it is everything that I

hoped for! YA, fantasy, fiction, poem, Fae, mortal, love, light, channeling, the new of Twilight.When I

first read this book, I had no idea it's a Twilight-like, I was not understanding all together. While

reading it, I sensed Callum watching Noa in her room without knowing, that instantly reminds me of

Edward and Bella scene. Callum is eager for light by nature. Edward is eager for blood. Fae and



Vampire. I actually didn't know what Fae is until I finished this book. Stunning.I liked Callum but then

I fell in LOVE with Judah, who was different, intrigued me, reckless and so caring, protective the

other way. In my book Judah was way better than Callum. Noa's character is the best amongst the

girls, she's brave, I admired her when she talked openly about her sister's death and used her name

in front of Callum - it came out like glass: not cold or hard, but clear. - encouraging moment, so

clear.My heart ached when Judah told Noa that he loves her. His real love couldn't let him take any

more light from her, not even reading her thoughts. Ahh, what a sweet love! I'd love to hear in the

next sequel that Judah is worth loving by Noa, please Lauren!I can't wait to see what's going to

happen next after Noa's last decision.This book will have you hanging for a sequel. And luckily the

amazing author has initial plan set for a trilogy as it mentions. Worth being a Novel-turned-movie!!!If

you read one book this year, Shattered Blue should absolutely be it. I highly recommend this to

everyone! Enjoy reading.

Shattered Blue was my introduction into the Fae world and might I say, I am so glad I have arrived!

It was so nice to read something different then what I normally read. Lauren paints an amazing new

world and introduces all sorts of characters that really bring the book together. I enjoyed seeing how

the characters grew throughout the story; I couldn't pick my favorite! (Well, aside from Sasha that

is.. #sashasmagpie) I liked Noa and how she came such a long way after losing her sister. She

goes through a lot but manages to start putting herself first and not hiding from things. Callum is

easy to like with his mysterious ways and the attraction is pretty instant. As for the other

characters....you'll have to read the book in order to find out more!I think my absolute favorite part

about this book though was the poetry. It is worked into the book flawlessly and it is such a great

asset to the story. It adds a certain depth and personality that helps to make the book stand out. I

didn't realize how much I missed and enjoyed poetry until now. I NEED MORE!Now for the plot

twist!Just kidding! I am not going to spill the beans on that one. Just go buy it, okay? I shouldn't

have to twist your arm....
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